2002 mercury villager knock sensor

The knock sensor on the through Mercury Villager 3. It checks for pre-ignition, otherwise known
as spark knock. If it senses spark knock, it sends a signal to the programmable control module
PCM , which is the engine's computer. The knock sensor works by sensing the vibrations in the
engine, caused by spark knock. The pressure caused by vibrations from spark knock is
converted to a voltage signal. This is the signal that the PCM reads. The PCM adjusts the
ignition timing and the fuel timing until it does not sense spark knock. Open the relay box,
located near the driver's-side fender well. Read the underside of the cover to determine which
relay is the fuel pump relay. Pull the fuel pump relay out of the box using the needle-nose pliers.
Crank the engine over three or four times to relieve the fuel pressure. The Villager will not start.
Disconnect the negative battery cable using the appropriate wrench. Place the drain pan under
the radiator petcock. Loosen the petcock and allow the antifreeze mixture to drain into the drain
pan. If the drain pan is clean, you can reuse the antifreeze mixture, unless the mixture is several
years old. If the drain pan is dirty or the antifreeze mixture is several years old, use new
antifreeze when you refill the radiator. Disconnect the air breather tube, the EGR solenoid vent
hose and the bypass air inlet hose from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose, using the
appropriate sockets. Loosen the hose clamps on the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose
clamps, using the appropriate socket, screwdriver or pliers, depending on the type of clamp.
Disconnect the air intake resonator tube from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose using the
appropriate socket. Pull the air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose off the engine. Disconnect the
two electrical connectors on the throttle body, then slide the wiring harness from its bracket.
Unclamp and remove the coolant hose from the throttle body. Disconnect the evaporative
emission canister vacuum hose from the intake manifold. Disconnect the EVAP
canister-to-throttle body hose. Remove the vacuum hose from the fuel pressure regulator to the
upper intake manifold. Mark the spark plug wires, so you know where they go when you put the
engine back together. Pull the wires off the spark plugs, then remove the two spark plug wire
bracket bolts and the brackets from the upper intake manifold using the appropriate sockets.
Remove the distributor dust cover using the appropriate socket, then loosen the distributor cap
screws using a screwdriver. Remove the cap and set it aside leave the spark plug wires
attached to the cap. Disconnect the rear heater valve vacuum hose from the upper intake
manifold. Remove both wiring harness bracket bolts and the bracket from the upper intake
manifold. Set it out of the way. Disconnect the speed control actuator on the throttle lever, then
disconnect the accelerator cable from the throttle lever. If the Villager has a speed control
actuator, which would be attached to the bracket, remove it. Remove the accelerator cable from
its bracket on the top of the upper intake manifold. Loosen the locknut on the accelerator cable,
then pull the cable out of its bracket on the top of the upper intake manifold. If the Villager has a
speed control actuator, loosen the locknut, then remove the actuator from its bracket on the top
of the upper intake manifold. Set it aside. Disconnect the brake booster hose from the power
brake booster's check valve. Unplug the fast idle control solenoid electrical connector.
Disconnect the engine's wiring harness clips from the breather tube bracket, then remove the
two ground wire bolts from the upper intake manifold. Move the ground wires and the harness
aside, so that it is not in your way. Unbolt and remove the two left breather tube bracket bolts
from the upper intake manifold. Disconnect the left breather hose from the left valve cover.
Remove the bolt from the fuel tube mounting bracket. Loosen the clamp on the coolant hose for
the thermostat housing on the upper intake manifold. Unplug the wiring harness connector from
the EGR temperature sensor, the connector for the bypass valve, and the idle air control
electrical connector. Pull the PCV hose from the upper intake manifold. Remove the five Allen
bolts from the upper intake manifold--these bolts hold the upper and lower intake manifold
together. Separate the two manifolds, then clean the gasket mating surface of all gasket
material. Unplug the electrical connectors on the six fuel injectors. Pull the right breather hose
off the right valve cover. Loosen the clamps on the crossover breather tube and remove the
breather tube and the bracket from the upper engine front cover. Unbolt the four fuel injection
rail bolts. Move the fuel injector rail and the insulators out of the way. Unplug the engine coolant
temperature sensor's wiring harness connector. Unplug the coolant temperature sending unit
wiring harness connector. Loosen the clamps on the upper radiator hose using the appropriate
socket, screwdriver or pliers. Pull the radiator hose off the intake manifold. Remove the upper
radiator hose bracket using the appropriate socket. Loosen the clamps on the bypass hose on
the intake manifold water outlet, then remove the hose. Unbolt and remove the water outlet from
the front cover. Remove the heater hose from the top heater core pipe. Using the Allen wrench
and the appropriate sequence see picture in References , remove the lower intake manifold
bolts. Remove the four manifold nuts. Remove the lower intake manifold washers, then lift the
intake manifold from the engine. Clean the gasket mating surfaces of all gasket material. Work
the coolant crossover tube back and forth and pull it off the engine. Disconnect the knock

sensor's electrical connector. Unbolt and remove the knock sensor using the appropriate
socket. Install the new sensor and tighten the bolt firmly. Plug the new sensor's electrical
connector in. Reinstall the coolant crossover tube. Lay the new lower intake manifold gaskets
on the cylinder heads, then position the lower intake manifold on the engine. Reinstall the lower
intake manifold washers, then install the bolts and nuts. Using the picture in Reference 1,
tighten the bolts and nuts in sequence to 30 inch-pounds of torque. On the second go-around,
tighten the nuts to 18 foot-pounds of torque, then tighten the bolts to 10 foot-pounds of torque.
On the third go-around, tighten the nuts to 18 foot-pounds of torque, then tighten the bolts to 10
foot-pounds of torque, still following the sequence. Reinstall the components on the lower
intake manifold in reverse order of removal. Place the upper intake gaskets on the lower intake
manifold, then set the upper intake manifold on the gasket. Tighten the five Allen head bolts to
14 foot-pounds of torque. Reinstall the hoses, plug the sensors in and reinstall the cables on
the throttle body. Adjust the cables as necessary. Tighten the radiator petcock. Refill the
cooling system. Plug the fuel pump relay in. Connect the negative battery cable. Start the
Villager and check for leaks. Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published on
several websites and in the winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science paralegal
from Manchester Community College and studied computer science, criminology and education
at University of Tampa. Step 1 Open the relay box, located near the driver's-side fender well.
Step 2 Place the drain pan under the radiator petcock. Step 3 Disconnect the air breather tube,
the EGR solenoid vent hose and the bypass air inlet hose from the air cleaner-to-intake manifold
hose, using the appropriate sockets. Step 4 Disconnect the air intake resonator tube from the
air cleaner-to-intake manifold hose using the appropriate socket. Step 5 Disconnect the
evaporative emission canister vacuum hose from the intake manifold. Step 6 Mark the spark
plug wires, so you know where they go when you put the engine back together. Step 7 Remove
the distributor dust cover using the appropriate socket, then loosen the distributor cap screws
using a screwdriver. Step 8 Remove the accelerator cable from its bracket on the top of the
upper intake manifold. Step 9 Disconnect the brake booster hose from the power brake
booster's check valve. Step 10 Disconnect the engine's wiring harness clips from the breather
tube bracket, then remove the two ground wire bolts from the upper intake manifold. Step 11
Unbolt and remove the two left breather tube bracket bolts from the upper intake manifold. Step
12 Unplug the electrical connectors on the six fuel injectors. Step 13 Loosen the clamps on the
upper radiator hose using the appropriate socket, screwdriver or pliers. Step 14 Remove the
lower intake manifold washers, then lift the intake manifold from the engine. Step 15 Work the
coolant crossover tube back and forth and pull it off the engine. Step 16 Lay the new lower
intake manifold gaskets on the cylinder heads, then position the lower intake manifold on the
engine. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete
your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality
Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive
brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle.
Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and
function. For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the
event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the
part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts with electrical
components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. This item may be interchangeable with parts from
other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and
does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from
the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check
Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or
help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Knock Sensor. This part will only fit a vehicle with
these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year
Make Model Search. Knock Sensor. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:.
Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : ESS Frequently
bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime
warranty. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Mercury Nissan. Product Reviews. I returned an
item , and was very impressed with the no hassle transaction I received from your agent. I will
use 1A auto for future purchases. Thank You Easy to buy. Good product and easy buying and

surfing there website. Very quick delivery. Can a bad Knock Sensor cause your check engine
light to come on? Larry G. This sensor could cause the light to come on, but there could be
multiple reasons why you're having this particular problem. We suggest taking your vehicle to a
nearby reputable shop to identify the cause. Once you know the cause, we'll be happy to see if
we carry the parts and how-to videos needed for your repair. Adam G. Call Now Customer
service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts
enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Knock Sensor. Here goes About 6 months ago
I began having problems with my car skipping. I took it in to get the spark plugs and spark plug
wires changed. After this, the skipping stopped for about 2 weeks then started again. My
mechanic said this would be the spark plugs buy maybe the wires so I paid to have them
replaced a second time. This helped for about 2 more weeks. The van starts skipping again, this
time the check engine lights comes on and is flashing on and off. I take the car in once again
after the skipping causes the van to stall out. This time the mechanic calls me back and says
the computer is reading bad knock sensor and that spark 5 is misfiring. He explained that he
was not sure how a "sensor" would cause the car's engine to skip. So I take the van to another
mechanic in hopes for a second opinion. He tells me the same thing. I can replace the knock
sensor but it just doesn't make sense that a sensor would cause skipping or hesitation.
Frustrated and hopeless, I now take the van to a Ford dealership. They have my van for 2 weeks,
they keep calling me telling me they cannot find out what is going on with the van. They hook it
up to the computer and they said that spark 5 is misfiring and the knock sensor is bad, however
let us keep looking because this just does not make sense. They told me that Nissan is actually
the company that made the Mercury Villager so they would need to research some more. They
call me back and tell me that one of my spark plug wires has water in it and this is what is
causing the misfire and the reason it took so long to find this is because the sparks are
numbered backwards on the villager. I immediately asked them where is the water coming from
cause I was concerned that I had a cracked head. They said there was no issue with the head,
that my seal was bad on my hood and that is where the water was probably coming from which
made no sense to me because I park my van in a garage - it never sits in the rain. I pick the van
up and it is running great! No skipping or hesitation and the check engine light is not on. I have
the van for one month and then completely out of the blue driving down the road one day the
van starts jerking like it has become possessed. It does this for about 2 miles and then
completely stops. No lights are coming on or anything. Later that night, I get in the car, drive
about 2 miles and the jerking starts again. So bad to the point of make lots of noises because it
is shaking everything and everyone in the car. Again, no dash lights are flashing on or anything.
I am scared at this point to drive the van so I pay to have it towed to a different mechanic. He
calls me today and says the computer says the knock sensor is bad. I am so frustrated I do not
know what to do. I tell him my whole story of what the other mechanics have said in the past
about this not being a knock sensor problem and he says different. He says that it can cause
the van to jerk. Can you please help me? Thanks for the donation. Much appreciated The
symptoms your describing sound exactly like a faulty MAF mass airflow sensor would cause.
This should set it's own fault code. But not always? The MIL will not light for a knock sensor
malfunction. Possible causes for this fault are as follows: PCM not receiving signal. Open or
short in harness. Faulty knock sensor. Turn ignition off. Disconnect PCM. Disconnect knock
sensor in-line connector. If resistances are less than 5 ohms, go to next step. See Fig.
Disconnect KS in-line connector. Measure resistance between PCM connector terminal No.
Measure resistance between KS connector terminal White wire and ground. Confused, Bobbi
Was this answer helpful? But I would also have them check the MAF sensor is working correctly
this can only be done using a diagnostic scanner reading live data values. Or you could always
try replacing the MAF sensor? Was this answer helpful? I had the EXACT same symptoms and I
fashioned a piece of plastic to shield the no1 plug where my problem was and it has never
occurred again Was this answer helpful? I am replacing it by using the method of buying the
sensor--and on the front of the engine just below the distributor is a perfect tapped hole sitting
there. You cut the white wire 4 down in the harness --which leads to the internal sensor taking it
out of the system and attach the wire to the new one. The harness plug in that plugs into the
sensor has to be purchased even if ordered. You then attach the ground wire to an appropriate
location. Keep in mind to replace the sensor--they are going to want thousands because they
have to take apart the engine. This method is perfectly fine and acceptable and done by anyone

that is not rich. The thickness of the sensor is. The tapped hole is metric. The 30 mm designates
how much thread. Please feel free to help out whenever you are on the site : Cheers, Ken Was
this answer helpful? There are so many on the internet and the prices are all over the map! I
want to make sure I get the right part so, I can fix it right the first time. Frustrated Thanks Was
this answer helpful? Different parts suppliers use different part numbers. I looked at a napa
parts book, online, for the knock sensor, it gave this part number, ATM Was this answer
helpful? Do you need to know where it is? If so get back to me with which engine you have and I
will look it up. Put back on my card Image Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Great info :
please visit anytime Jeff. I finished the knock sensor bypass fix and worked perfect and a video
is already on youtube for it. I still had "crankshaft position sensor"--however that was because
the sensor was loose and the connector all ruined and not making contact as well. I used the
same connector modification to fashion a new plug in--tightened down the sensor by going in
from the front with 10mm deep socket and extension--plugged in the fixed connector--ALL
codes were gone for the first time in 5 years. Took it in for emissions and it passed perfect! The
connector turns out fits alot of items on the vehicle so I am uploading a picture how the
connector looks after you get it and snap off the plastic shroud. It goes fast--just a few minutes
then it helps to use a file to file off the remnants of the plastic collar still sticking out a bit. It
only needs to be filed a bit so that it enters the socket. I went to such lengths on this post since
this is a nightmare for everyone now that they only hook up to the computer for codes for
emissions testing. Im getting another of the plugs today since they plug into most of the
devices on the vehicle for ohms testing--also a big problem in the community where they often
say "your better off taking it out to test it" Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Ken
Was this answer helpful? Very uncommon failure. Why are you replacing it? Roy Was this
answer helpful? Its under the manifold inside the engine and they are going to tell you a
thousand or more. Its actually quick and easy to use the bypass method and bolt down the new
knock sensor using the tapped hole under the distributor 8mm X 1. The knock sensor wire is
behind the big connector harness. The total fix including the modification of the plug in is on
youtube --I just put it there. Please do not do the fix based only on this post--I uploaded a very
good video to youtube. I read one posting specifically saying "yes these are good engines but
the knock sensor is the huge issue" Mine was toasted--the testing saying it was "open
circuit--no info going to computer" The crankshaft position sensor--THAT is the one that is very
unlikely is bad, I also fixed that code which was bad connector-not the sensor. Nice work on
this one Jeff : Cheers, Ken Was this answer helpful? Engine Mechanical problem 6 cyl Front
Wheel Drive Automatic miles I am very discourages and frustrated however I really need
answers. Do you. Was this answer. Hi Dave H, Thank you for your quick response, however I am
not a mechanic so this is quite confusing to me. Confused, Bobbi Was this answer. I would have
them do the knock sensor test's as you keep getting knock sensor fault codes. Actually, while it
makes no sense, the water is the problem. I had the EXACT same symptoms and I fashioned a
piece of plastic to shield the no1 plug where my problem was and it has never occurred again
Was this answer. I have a 99 mercury villager and the knock sensor code has always been there.
Great addition to this thread! Please feel free to help out whenever you are on the site : Cheers,
Ken Was this answer. What is the correct part number for a knock sensor for this vehicle?
Frustrated Thanks Was this answer. Your local autostore should be able to fix you up. I looked
at a napa parts book, online, for the knock sensor, it gave this part number, ATM Was this
answer. How to repair knock sensor and about, how much will it cost? You replace it and it
should be 30 to 60 dollars. I want to refine my answer on the knock sensor and will try to attach
the photo. Put back on my card Image Click to enlarge. I want to further refine my replies to this
thread. Im getting another of the plugs today since they plug into most of the devices on the
vehicle for ohms testing--also a big problem in the community where they often say "your better
off taking it out to test it" Images Click to enlarge. Nice work again Jeff, This will help many
people with this problem. Ken Was this answer. Trying to locate knock sensor villager Was this
answer. If it is a v-6, it is under the intake manifold. Roy Was this answer. I can help on this one.
Nice work on this one Jeff : Cheers, Ken Was this answer. Remove the lower intake manifold.
Remove the coolant crossover tube. Disconnect the battery ground cable. Disconnect the
Knock Sensor KS electrical connector. Remove the KS bolt and the KS from the cylinder block.
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Knock Sensor Location Content. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! Have a 97 Villager, and managed to relocate a new knock sensor to
the top of the intake manifold. Replacing the factory knock sensor would take 10 hours of shop
time. My method took less than an hour. You need to figure out which cable harness and the
correct pinout on the harness to run your splice to. The Haynes manual sort of shows where the
harness is located at. This may work with the 96 - 98 models where the pinouts from the engine

control module are supposedly the same. But you may have to confirm this. My knock sensor
code P code didn't appear afterwards. The knock sensor, if relocated properly, will pick up an
engine knock if mounted properly with 18 - 25 ft-lbs. I did pick up mis-fire codes on an unrelated
issue The Haynes manual has a lousy picture and it's hard to figure out which is the knock
sensor sub-harness. On the 97 Villager there are 3 sub-harnesses near the passenger side of
the intake manifold. The knock sensor wire is located in one of the smaller sub-harnesses on
right side next to manifold. Trace that wire to the Engine Control Module. Mine traced out to
pinout 30 on the ECM. I split open the wire harness and cut the WHITE wire on the side that
leads back under the intake manifold. According to an earlier post Refer to Autozone diagram or
Haynes diagram to figure which of the 2 wires goes to ground. But the repair should be the
same. After 98, the sub-harness could be somewhere else Good luck. Just remember that the
van throwing a knock sensor code doesn't necessarily mean the sensor itself is bad. I have a
MercuryVillager, and I kept getting readings on the knock sensor. I could not pass emmissions.
Replaced o2 sensor etc. The problem is not the knock sensor, I had to replace motor mounts,
my mechanic noticed that the motor mounts were hitting on the computer sensor. This is the
sensor that connects the computer system to the car. It is with the harness, but instead of
replacing the whole harness it was only the one that is close to the mounts that is under the on
the right hand side. There is a sensor somehow under neath the mounts. It is hard to see but it
is there. I had to go to junk yard to find that small sensor that connects the computer to the car.
Once I replaced it with new sensor, the service engine light went off after driving miles and
never came back on. Passed the emission and never had the problem again. The motor mounts
on these vehicles are not that good. They don't last long at all. Instead of pying Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November June June edited June I hope you all
can help. I've had this vehicle three weeks. When I picked up the vehicle I filled it up and figured
I was getting I took it to my mechanic and he found a knock sensor code. He also saw the bank
1, sensor2 O2 sensor was reading lean. He replaced the O2 sensor and my fuel economy went
up to 14MPG. He thinks all that left is the knock sensor. I just want to know if that truly is the
problem or if it's elsewhere? You didn't mention what year your van was, but I have a '99 and
the vans of my generation and the first generation are notorious for throwing off a knock sensor
code when the sensor is okay, but simply indicating something else is wrong. I'm not enough of
a mechanic to tell you what else to look for though. That's a pricey job. Steve, visiting host. The
van is a I've seen around where some say to get a tune-up and see if it helps. Sonme say it's a
distrubutor issue. I guess I'll try a tune-up before anything. The rotor is inside the distributor. I
posted my experience on the other thread. I have a Villager that runs very rough all the time. It
has an exaust leak but it is a rusted muffler. I changed the wires, plugs, cap, rotor and tried
another distributor. If I pull a wire off the cap while its running it makes absolutely no difference
on how it runs. The van has k on it and other than routine maint nothing has been done or
changed owned the van since new. The van started getting poor gas mileage for the last few
weeks but it all of a sudden started missing. When driving the CEL flashes most of the time.
When at idle the van shakes and the CEL is solid. Any suggestions? Well I broke down and took
it to the dealer for their 'expert' diagnosis instead of throwing parts at the van. They had it for 4
hours and told me that the Number 1 fuel injector was bad. Started the van and immediately the
van started missing. It seems to run better than before, but not by much at all. So far now I have
replaced: 6 fuel injectors, cap, rotor, wires, plugs and fuel filter. I swapped the distributor with a
junk yard distributor but it ran exactly the same so I switched it back to my original. Any help
would be greatly appreciated. July Unfortunately it was never timed correctly. It sounded fine
and seemed to run ok but there was always a hesitation the timing was retarded from 15
degrees. On a long distance trip towing a pop-up trailer, our rear exhaust manifold developed a
crack and we lost a lot of power. The van was always having to run at high RPM to get up hills,
even when not towing a trailer. They did not know why. Eventually the van had a knock sensor
code. It was the only code and kept coming back. I figured I had to do some more tweaking.
Reading that hesitation could also be a result of blocked EGR, poor timing and a bad knock
sensor, I first bought a timing light, set the timing and the truck noise went away, the van had a
tremendous amount more power also likely due to the new distributor. However, I still had the
knock sensor code. I could never get access to the knock sensor wiring, let alone the knock
sensor so I had to go to the ECM located behind the glove box. That meant pulling the lower
dash apart on the passenger side. A far cry from kohms. My first attempt at tearing the engine
apart found me with only one of the two lower intake gaskets thanks to a parts clerk who
seemingly knows very little about engines. The part took several days to order and I could not
order another so I stopped at the upper intake. I at least had the opportunity to really clean the
deposits from the throttle body and upper intake manifold. I also found my EGR valve loose.

That probably didn't help. The EGR valve was pretty clean and working properly so that was not
causing a problem. I had to run new wires back to the ECM and splice in there pin 64 versus the
engine compartment. This proved to be much easier. The van is back up and running and I have
to wait to see how it performs on a long drive as well as if it shows the knock sensor code any
more. Dear ccupp, I can only give you my experiences with Villager vans. Firstly, I regularly
work on two of them, a 95 mine and a So temper my answers accordingly. A Trick. The idle
speed should drop each time you unplug a wire to a good cylinder. If the problem is static on
only one cylinder, the idle will remain relatively constant when you unplug the plug wire to the
bad cylinder. If you can identify a bad cylinder, you can check everything associated with that
cylinder until you get it. Get ready for a little pain, cause you are gonna get zapped. Plus, plug
wires and distributor cap. Okay, this is gonna suck some. A parishioner at my church was
having ignition issues with her 98 Villager. They changed everything plugs, wires, cap and rotor.
She claimed she was still having troubles, but the fine folks at Firestone could never find
anything after she spent all that money. Pastor asked me to look at it. I got it late in the day and
it was running fine. It was after dark and I was getting read to close the bonnet, without finding
anything, and I noticed a blue hue from the engine, the distributor to be exact. Turned the lights
off and could see random sparks across the distributor cap. Anyway, I checked the cap, noticed
that some of the plug wire connections did not seem to snap firmly into the distributor
electrode, at least not completely. Apparently, the tension from the distributor wire boots was
enough to unplug the connections, at least somewhat. I bent the brass electrodes on the wires
for more resistance. When I do ignition work, I apply a dielectric compound around the
insulated parts, boots, plug wire, plugs, etc. So I put the compound around the distributor boots
and started the engine. I could still see a random flash so I started unplugging the wires from
the plugs. These babies where really stuck to the plugs. After investigation, I noted that some of
the plug conductor connectors within the barrels of the extenders did not seem to be close
enough to the plug boot, but they seemed to click on the plug. Anyway, I coated the top of the
extender and plug wire with dielectric and was able to get the plug wire to move relative to the
extender. I then realized that the boots and extenders were clicking onto the plugs but the
conductor was slightly off of the top of the spark plug electrode, so there had to be arcing
between the plugs and plug wires. Anyway, I repositioned the connectors deep in the extenders
and replaced them on the plugs, being careful that then click I felt was the connector snapping
on to the plug electrode. I restarted the engine and the random sparking had stopped. I retuned
the car to the owner, I see her about every other Sunday and she claims that I am a genius.
Funny thing, I checked my van a few months later and some of the plug wire connectors to the
distributor were not snapped in AND some of the plug electrodes in the extenders did not be
snapping fully onto the plugs. I fixed it all, but never noticed any performance problems. Rebuilt
fuel injectors: Here again, I have not had any problems with injectors, but other folks definitely
have. If you suspect the replacement injectors are having problems, there are some good deals
on eBay for new ones. I always try to bargain with the seller before paying their Buy-it-now
price. Also, the injector rail bushing seals have caused one guy some problems, I think he
replaced his injectors and injector o-rings, but not the big rail seals. Just a thought. If you think
you still may be having injector issues, one thing you might try is a fuel injector test light noid.
These are relatively cheap, but specific to the type of injector harness you have. I have used
them to check the signals to the fuel injectors to eliminate the wiring and ECM problems. I have
never had any distributor issues, but the Internet is full of horror stories about the bearings on
the distributor shaft causing all sorts of electrical problems due to wobble and metal flakes from
the bearing in the distributor electronics. Went back to AutoZone, and the manager told me that
they have had similar experiences with other vehicles. Replaced with NGR iridium 2, no
problems. Major mechanical issues: I have not had any problems with compression, valves,
cross-threaded plugs or head gaskets. However, one fellow on a message board posted about
problems similar to the ones you described. I figured it was an electrical problem, but when he
finally diagnosed his problem it was a massive compression leak. Keyway on the crankshaft
cracked. I had this problem, it was really difficult for me to detect because I adjusted the timing
before realizing that the timing was a symptom and not the cause of my problems. A cracked
keyway allows the key and the crank sprocket to shift by several degrees perhaps 30 on the
crankshaft. This caused severely poor performance, especially accelerating, but the engine did
not seem to miss. I found the problem because my timing was off, a lot, too much to be a
normal adjustment. I initially thought the timing belt had stretched or possibly skipped a tooth
very, very unlikely. I found the crack when I replaced the timing belt. I did not feel like replacing
the crank or the entire engine, so, dare I say it, J. Weld to the rescue. Worked fine, acceleration
fine after fix. JB Weld has held the key in place for years. Clogged EGR port on the intake
manifold. This resulted in my check engine light illuminating occasionally, but I never

experienced and loss of power or reduction in gas mileage. My Villager failed for high NOx.
From the charts, it appeared the pro. Dear haugh: Okay, you are the ballsy-est guy I ever heard.
Never ever heard of someone repositioning a knock sensor. Also, I would have suspected from
your description that the exhaust manifold has some broken studs or the connection pipe
between the manifolds is misaligned and leaking, but not the timing. Also, my timing was really
off once and it turned out that the keyway on my crankshaft had cracked. JB Weld to the rescue.
Mine was clogged up solid. November edited November BUT check and replace the fuel tank
fuse cubical fuse? Check engine light on. Codes P knock sensor and P random cylinder misfire.
Went and checked codes a week later and added P HO2S12 heated oxygen sensor 2 circuit
condition and P identical to P Since P is a random misfire not a specific cylinder, this steered
me to the distributor. Changed spark plug wires, spark plugs, distributor cap and rotor before
reading this thread. Measured resistance between white wire to knock sensor in 41 pin plug and
got infinite resistance. This is not good but I let it go. Timing light showed spark to 1 cylinder
periodically stopping, causing engine stumble. This was the most convincing evidence of
distributor problems. Cleared all codes immediately. September Ok, I have a new one. Just a
about a week ago, the van started idling really rough. Code Reader said 1 Cylinder misfire and
of course the knock sensor. Replaced the cap and rotor and spark plugs needed to be done
anyways. Still there. I checked the 1 injector and sure enough it was an open circuit. Checked
the 3 and it was Checked 5 and it was about 12 ohms. While I had it open I cleaned out some
major deposits with Sea Foam spray and a stainless brush. I put some light oil on the o-rings as
directed and inserted each one carefully. Figured it was due to the Sea Foam. Van was initially
reading Cylinder 1 misfire which eventually changed to multiple misfires. The smoke kept
coming and the van kept reading multiple misfires as well as the service light blinking. Smelling
the white smoke I could tell it was not coolant and it smelled something like the cleaner.
Eventually the van was dripping what appeared to be oil on the driveway figuring maybe I blew
an oil seal while goosing it to get rid of the Sea Foam. Turns out it was a combination of
dissolved engine residue, carbon from the exhaust AND gas. I checked the 1 through 5 spark
plugs and 1 and 3 were wet. Apparently I was not careful enough when installing the injectors. I
pulled the three new injectors and found the 1 and 3 injector o-rings got torn and the 5 injector
was only pinched. The 1 and 3injectors were dumping fuel into the cylinders, hence the rough
idle and multiple misfire code. Apparently this is quite common when installing injectors on
these engines and ironically nobody local stocks injector o-rings. So my engine sits open and
my injectors await new o-rings. Bottom line is injectors are a cause of rough idle and knock
sensor code. Take your time when installing injectors and this time I will use a heavier oil when
installing. As a side note, when your injectors are out, you may notice heavy carbon buildup in
the fuel rail. This should be cleaned out for those performing this work. Followup: Finally got
the replacement fuel injector o-rings and used a combination of 5W and vaseline. This time the
injectors popped in with relatively little effort. I installed new upper plenum gaskets as well and
removed a bit more carbon from the throttle body while at it. Got the engine back together,
turned it to ignition to prime the fuel rails and then started it. It ran rough for a little while
blowing white smoke. It took about 15 minutes of driving for the computer to "recalibrate" and
eventually the idle smoothed out, the chugging was gone and no more excessive white smoke
from the tail pipe. Problem solved. Changed the oil and its good to go. Thanks for the report.
Reminds me that I need to clean my throttle body soon on my '99 Quest. Hi I have that same
problem with my mercury villager. Please tell me you fixed it so what was the problem. Thanks
in advance. May The knock sensor is probably not your probably not your problem check
connections on battery, if they are good check to make sure battery is of correct size, if so
replace vacum lines and delete code and see if that solves the problem, if you have bad engine
mounts this will set off the knock if motor is moving alot, most of the time the vacum lines are
the problem. August So i am fixing a friends nisan quest One of them just got baked due high
temperature and cracked eventually. My car was consuming coolant because of the leak and the
hot leaking coolant damaged the knock sensor which is located under the admission manifold..
Check for error codes if "check engine" light on, it might be ks sensor.. January edited January
January edited April April April edited April Well said, and it sounds like you have a great
mechanic - nice detective work. Get a new sensor on line at the best price--they are all the same.
The new one screws in into the tapped hole below the distributor. The old wire is cut and the
new wire attached. The ground wire can be put under the distributor bolt. The fix is on youtube I
uploaded a good video already being used with all details. This is the knock sensor wire but do
not to the fix based only on this post. January Hey guys, I have a first gen Villager and had a
hard time finding a guide for the same process, so I dug into the manual, tried the same
relocation on mine, cleared the P code and posted a writeup. Very comprehensive. Perhaps you
can find an answer there. Sign In or Register to comment. It looks like you're new here. If you

want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. May Have a 95 van with k and when it gets warm it bucks and downshifts
into third gear and the engine of course revs up. Had it in and they got it to do it and a knock
sensor code came up. He said it would be like for the part and like 5. Your problem definetly
sounds like the Throttle position sensor, I have done a lot of reading about problems on these
vans and that seems to be the problem that the TPS solves. There is an idle adjustment before
you fully tighten it up,and you may need to back probe the wires with a volt meter, I am having
some problem when my van engine compartment gets hot and I may be replacing mine, just
because the part is fairly cheap and I guess it can cause many drivability problems if it is gong
bad. I had a similar problem last year but mine was losing power after warm and the timing was
getting all screwed up, that was the distributor. I have read that you can clean the optics, but
mine was not dirty. Last night i ran it in the driveway for 2 hours and it did not quit I need to do
this several more times to see if the problem comes back, this van it not on the road and needs
a full brake job, and I am hesitating doing the brakes until I solve this quitting problem. If I can 't
figure it out in the next couple weeks, I will be junking it TPS solved it. I agree with Graham. Do
not change your knock sensor! That is just a symptom rather than the problem. I spent about a
grand changing my sensor, made no differance!! I spend about 2 thousand changing parts
trying to fix the same problem your describing. I finally took it to a competant tech at the Nissan
dealer who found it to be a distributor problem. Do not take your vehicle to a Ford Dealer! I
agree with graham, change your throttle sensor first,if your still having your problem, pay a
good nissan dealer a diagonistic on your engine. I just recently starting to have the similar
problem with my van, bought a second hand distributor form the local wreckers and the van
runs fine now. Bob, One thing you may want to check it to verify all of the Grounds from your
battery look good. One other person on this forum have a loose ground connection that was
causing some problems ,,, See if there is a stored code Now I think it might be time to go to a
Nissan Dealer Maybe go and tell them the very specific problem and see if they have any
suggestions. Give them as much deteiled information that you can get.. EX, Van runs good until
warm ETC See if they have a set price on doing the diagnostics And again, the Knock sensor
code is usually a result of something else causing the engine to run bad and to cause it to
knock The component replacement guessing game gets to be frustrating. Sorry the TPS sensor
was not the home run, but I think it was the most logical try with the problems you described.
Right now I have a similar problem with my van, I'm kind of stuck because It is not currently on
the road, was going to be a third vehicle for my teenager, and needs brakes. I do not want to put
all of the brakes on until I find the problem with the engine. My nearest Nissan dealer is over 30
miles away The problem I have is whe the van first runs. After it cools down the check engine
light is gone, and it runs fine again. Pulled codes I think one was the knock sensor The other
was Ignition, problem Can't remember the exact code. I just purchased a third vehicle and the
Van it too good to just junk SO right now It just parked until I have the time and patience to go at
it again. So if you do end up going to the Nissan dealer or figure this out, Please post any
solutions. I will pick up on trying to solve my problem this week. My next step was to verify all
of the grounds were ok. Some of the things I have done Replaced the battery, because the other
one went bad.. Not sure if the jump start or new battery has caused something else to fail??
Right after that got some driveability problems. Isolated those problems to a bad distributor,
Replaced that along with the module in front of the distributor. This seemed to have solved all
of my problems Van was still sitting, waiting for the brake job and teen to get liscence. Now van
tuns very good when it is cold, and still runs good when at operating temp When I restart.. The
problem I have is definely Heat related The problem for me is it goes away once the van starts to
cool down Defintely needs to be hooked to a scanner when it happens. Our problems may not
be the same, but if you are able to solve it it may help me to isolate a component too. I have a
sneaky suspicion that it is your distributor. These distrutors cause a lot of strange symptoms,
such as knocksensor codes, ecm concerns, transmissions causes, rpm dancing,. Do yourself a
favor and pay a tech at the nissan dealer for a diagnostic, do not go to the ford dealer, as they
dont understand the problem, its not a ford engine. If it is your distributor, get a used one from
the wreckers as a new one is about bucks plus labour. I got a rebuilt distrubutor from Ebay No
core charge, I can look for the vendor I think his name is Partsbookie out of california If I junk
my van I will be selling this part If you live in upstate NY, You can try the one I have!!!!!! August I
had the front CAT replaced. It seems to have fixed the problem. I have a villager and it slosh
back and forth when I turn. Water came into the passenger floor on a hard brake. I removed the
black cover right under the wipers. It exposed a well from the engine and the dash board. I
could see the dirty rain water in the well. All you have to do is push it down through a hole in
the well for the purpose of draining rain water. Once the hole is cleared, the water in the well will

drain. Water went into the passenger side is because it has a opening on top of the well. Why, I
don't know. It took about 30 minutes and all you need is a screw driver. March It's not much of a
data point, but when the knock sensor went on my '99 Quest, my check engine light came on. It
ran ragged too, but wouldn't quite stall out. I wound up replacing it and 3 injectors. Not a cheap
fix either - the knock sensor is buried pretty good and takes a lot of labor to get to it. That code
is appearing because of the detonation in the engine as it begins to shutter and stall. If a
detonation occurs the knock sensor sends a code to the computer. Also when the knock sensor
recognizes a detonation and sends a signal to the computer, the computer will then try to adjust
timing, etc Need more info on the "buzz trans line" never heard of that before Do you have the
actual codes? Need more info I have a mercury villager estate and need to change EGR valve
can you please tell me what line is supposed to connect to the very top of the gold piece? Ours
was the fuel injectors? May i suggest reading back 2 years worth of comments, there is a
differance between symptoms and causes. Villagers and Quests older ones are nortorius for
bad distributors as they age. Read past posts. June Hi All, We are having troubles with our
Mercury Villager. It hesitates and bogs at acceleration, idles roughly while in gear and
sometimes dies at intersections, and when in park has overall intermittent high idle. My
husband has tested the KS sub-harness and believes that it is running at too high of voltage
according to previous posts. The van is also using more fuel than it should. We are aware that
the Knock Sensor code most often is not the actual problem. We have change the O2 sensors
both , the air filter, the fuel filter, the distributor, the rotor and cap, and the spark plugs and
wires, if I'm not forgetting anything. We purchased the Haynes book, but nothing is really
standing out right now as to the main issue could be. Right now we are considering checking
grounds off of the computer, but are not sure where they would be located. We are also
considering changing the negative battery cable. Any other leads or suggestions would be
greatly appreciated! Do not ever replace a knock sensor. They can not cause any driveability
problems. Other things cause the sesnor code to set. July I just purchased a knock sensor at
Checkers for my Mercury Villager. I started having problems yesterday when the traffic was
backed up. Lots of stalling, the van dieing on me, lots of hiccups and etc. I immed drove it to
Goodyear and they ran a diagnostic and told me it was the knock sensor and that the intake
manifold needs to be resealed, and a new valve cover gasket? In between all of that I had a lot
of close calls with it dieing. Like I said this all really began yesterday but for the past couple of
weeks we would have a slight hestitation every now and then when driving. October Hey guys, I
had the exact same issue with my '99 Villager. It would run fine at cold start up but as soon as it
would warm up a bit, it would misfire, and chug at idle. It would smooth out somewhat under
acceleration but the problem was always there. I tried a new cap, rotor, plugs, cleaned the
optical sensor inside the distributor, new EGR valve, a couple of fuel injectors and it didn't help.
At times, it would generate a check engine light random miltiple misfire code and when I would
clear it, sometimes it wouldn't even generate a code for a while, however it would akways run
rough. Anyway, it turned out to be the distributor! I pulled out the distributor and there were
shavings all over the gear. I did some research and apparently they are known for failing. The
heat tends to take a toll on the coil and knock sensor which are both inside the distributor and
combined with the gear wear, it can cause a misfire code due to excess play. I put in a new
distributor and the problem is finally gone and It runs good now! This problem plagued me for a
couple of years and even a couple of dealerships couldn't find the problem. Buy one on eBay,
because they are not cheap. It sounds like that is your problem as well. December I am looking
for advice on how to replace the knock sensor on a Quest. I am hoping that someone can tell
me how to replace it without removing the intake manifold. Please look into this Further,
normally you do not have to replace this part. This knock sensor is like a microphone If you
have detonation it is caused by something else. I had similar problems with my 95 villager and it
ended up being my distributor assembly, and there was no code for that. I saw another post
saying the knock sensor was part of the distributor assembly, On my van it is not I have read a
bunch of these forums that say similar things. The knock sensor code is usually tripped by
another problem. And by itself does not cuase you van to run bad. You should not have to
replace the knock sensor at all. Also there is no way to replace the sensor without removing the
intake. It is mounted on the top side of the block under the lower intake manifold. Something is
causing the knock sensor to trigger. When a code for the sensor is posted it is because the
sensor was triggered, not because it was bad There could be multiple areas that could cause
this. Read through this topic and start to eliminate the possibilities. Thanks for the reply on the
knock sensor. The van is actually running fine. I have not noticed any missing, surging or
stalling. I have noticed that my gas mileage has dropped a bit. The only known issue is the P
code that I have when a scanner is connected. This code will keep me from passing the local
emissions test. Still think i should look beyond the actual sensor? January Has 99 villager, runs

great! Check engine light on. Went to shop for checking: replaced Oxygen and Knock sensors
based on codes. Two weeks later, car runs rough at reverse gear and when you hit a brake. Any
advice? Thats a tough one. When the car is in reverse do you have your foot on the brake? If so
the underlying issue is when the brakes are applied you get the rough idle. If the answer to my
beginning question I would pursue a vacuum leak. The power booster sucks alot of vacuum. I
first would look at the vacuum hose from the booster to the intake manifold. If that appears OK I
would get a can of carb cleaner. With the vehicle running, spray all vacuum hoses. Be sure to
get the vacuum hoses on the back of the motor. What you want to look for is a surge in the idle.
Pay attention to where and what you spray. If you hit a hose with the cleaner and it surges that
vacuum line has a leak. Dont forget to spray around the intake as well. Hope that finds it for you
Thanks for the detail information ckent! Some update from me. I opened up the air-filter
compartment and used the air-cleaner-can try to blow clean the MAF sensor. Afterward, drove
the car and feel without brake in reverse gear. Car was running rough. Plan to read the obdii
code today. Got the code P Cylinder 4 Misfiring. Will first try to replace the spark plug, then
wire. I had that problem 99 Villager Sport. My learning experience was placing my hand on the
distributor and got a nice shock. I took a test lead cable with an alligator clip mounted to ground
and placed the lead over each cap point. The one bad cable threw a spark across to the test
lead. Replaced the entire set. My Villager also had rough idle problems also showing knock
sensor code and after replacing distributor cap, spark plugs, checking cat, O2 sensor, vacuum
leaks, it turned out to be the distributor ordered on eBay from California. I also changed the fuel
filter which also helped smooth hesitation and low RPM surging problems. Hey guys, I had the
same lingering issue with my Villager. I posted earlier that I ended up replacing the entire
distributor even though that was a major problem but not entirely it. The distributor gear was
worn but what it also turned out to be was the fuel injectors! Because I was getting cylinder 5 or
4 misfire, the check engine light would come on occassionally. Also don't be fooled by the
knock sensor code. It's just telling you it's knocking because the fuel mixture is off. So I took it
to a mechanic and he figured it out. The injectors were working but what I didn't realize is they
were running too rich. The van would run great when it was cold, but as soon as it would warm
up, it would idle rough, chug, and buck at lower speeds around mph especially when letting off
the throttle. It would smooth out when I touch the gas but it would always return to a rough idle.
The long and short of it is, check your injectors. The easiest way is to check the front ones
since you can get at them with an ohm meter when it is cold. Then check them when it's warm
after leting it run about minutes. They should read ohms warm or cold. If not, they're not
functioning properly. Mine were all over the place, ohms. They were dumping too much fuel and
the computer kept trying to lean it out. My fuel trim was at the lowest level possible but still
couldn't lean it enough. I have a strong suspicion, this is the same issue with yours. I guess
these are notorious for bad injectors. It goes undiagnosed because the injectors work.. It runs
better when it is cold because it is in closed loop status, when it gets to open loop status, that is
when the PCM notices the issue and the misfire returns. I put three new injectors in the front,
and the van runs awesome. I finally get better gas mileage and no more rough idle or chugging.
The best deal on injectors is to buy them through RockAuto. Hey pcsbob, I'm wondering what
you did to fix the P code. I've got the same thing plus an oxygen sensor code on my Villager.
Actually the check engine light has been on for a couple of years, with no difference in
performance of the engine, which is why I never bothered to fix it. Now I have to pass the
emissions test, so it has to be fixed. I'm about to tear into it to replace the Knock Sensor, but I'm
seeing differing info on this site and others that say that the sensor might not be the real
problem. Took the van to a mechanic, and he wanted to replace both sensors, at a pretty high
cost. I'd hate to do all this work myself and have it not really fix the problem. I did just replace
plugs, wires, dist. Plugs looked good except one was black. Van has 98, miles. Not sure i can
offer much help. My guess is that your probllems are more involved than mine. My check engine
light was never on. I took a mile trip during which the car ran fine. Not the greatest gas milege,
but no performance issues. When I reutnred, I removed the air filter and sprayed carb cleaner in
throught the opening. I then checked for codes again. Everything was cleared. Maybe I am jsut
lucky I have a new knock sensor that was never installed. I would be happy to sell it to you at a
great price if you need one. Let me know! Thanks for the offer, Bob. I picked one up yesterday
so I'm all set. Guess I'll proceed with tearing apart the engine this weekend to change the
sensor. I just have this foreboding feeling that I'll go to all this work and the problem won't get
fixed. I'll also replace the timing belt, water pump, belts, and whatever else looks like it should
be replaced at K miles, so hopefully whatever is causing the error codes will get fixed. I'll test
the knock sensor just to see if it really is bad. Thanks again. Well I completed all the work;
replaced the knock sensor, oxygen sensor, and other previously mentioned parts Villager.
When I was done, I started up the van and the check engine light was off! Went to get the

emissions checked and got a block down the street and the CEL came back on. Boy was I
bummed. I did some more research on the net and found something that said that in order to
clear the codes, you were supposed to unhook the battery and turn on the headlight switch for
10 minutes. I thought, oh sure, like that's really gonna work! But I did it anyway, while I was
replacing the front motor mounts. Afterwards, when I went for a test drive, no CEL. I kept
waiting for it to come on, but it didn't. And yesterday I took it for emissions testing, and it
passed! So now I can renew the plates. Hopefully it's fixed for good. Thanks to everyone who
takes the time to post to this site. How expensive is it to replace the Oxygen Sensor for a
Mercury Villager? It's not difficult to replace yourself, you just have to crawl under the car. The
hardest part was finding it. I replaced the aft OS, which is closer to the front than the rear I
expected it to be toward the rear of the vehicle. Have a '97 Villager with , on it. Many times it will
crank right back up, but missing out badly. If you give it about minutes, it will crank back up and
run fine - though you have to nurse it through the same environment without using AC. It seems
that every time we hook it up for the "Check Engine" light, we get a new story like now it shows
the apparently infamous knock sensor code - no - I won't replace that. After reading a little bit
on some of these forums, I'm starting to think that it might be the distributor. Would buying a
cap be the answer, or should we a whole new distributor. OR - should we just drive this thing off
into a lake and forget about it. It's getting too expensive to drive! September Rough idle in drive,
not so much in P, N or R. In had some engine power problems not idle , problem source turned
out to be the keyway on the crank damaged due to key turning sideways. Replace key with
larger, better fitting key and, my personal favorite, JB Weld also replaced idler, timing belt, seals
and water pump. At wits end with the idle problem. Any suggestions? My mechanic is getting
tired of seeing me I believe he will ban me from his shop! Hi, I'm not a mechanic, but do all the
work on my Villager. I hope this helps. Three years ago my Villager had similar problems, rough
running, lack of power, etc. I did the usual, plugs, dist. Weld quieter but no change in
performance. Anyway, when I checked the timing, I noticed it was retarded badly, so I advanced
the timing all to no avail. I decided to change the timing belt, idler and water pump. Well, I pulled
off the crank sprocket and found my problem; the woodruff key turned between the sprocket
and crank shaft and destroyed that keyway in the crank. Anyway, I went to the local hardware
store and got the proper size metric woodruff key. It was much taller than the OEM key and fit
much better. Obviously, the keyway had real problems, so, thanks again J. The van has k miles
now without a reoccurrence. As to "bucking" from a stop, mine did it for about a year, I just
thought it was the transmission and figured it would go soon. Apparently, my neighbor had a
similar problem. I told him about my experience with the motor mounts and we looked at his,
the front two mounts were brand new without any charges for motor mounts on his invoice. He
obviously thinks the tyranny was probably alright. Thanks, I'll pass that info to my mechanic.
I'm not about to climb under and work on it, I would rather set fire to it! I know when to get off
the gas to let it shift, and I can have it cranked back up in under 5 seconds when it decides to
die. I've got K miles on it, I don't want to get rid of it, but dang it's rough on the wallet! Wow, for
someone who proclaims they aren't a mechanic, that's an impressive bit of detective work. My
'99 Quest is running fine but the mpg is slipping so I think my tolerances are creeping up there
too mine's only got , miles though. Steve, visiting host. Thanks for the compliment, no not a
mechanic, just cheap. October edited October I'm in the middle of a road trip and my load isn't
too bad. Ordinarily I'd be getting 26 to 29 mpg, but this trip I'm only getting 24ish or worse. It's
been a while since the knock sensor code came up for me. November Would you please explain
how you replaced the studs on your vehicle. I was really, really loud. The special tools I used for
the extractions were: 1. Be prepared to buy thread repair inserts and appropriate taps and drills
if things go really bad. Fair Warning, on mine I attempted to drill out the studs with the exhaust
manifolds in place. Some folks may be more talented than me, but in my case, I made the
project much worse by not removing the manifolds before attempting the extract the studs. The
studs are Hard, Hard, but the head is soft. If not, you insert the bolt extractor and break the stud
free. Before starting the project, I suggest you liberally spray all the studs with penetrating oil,
each day for a couple days before you intend to start the project. Jack the van up and get the
rear right head studs good too. This is the toughest part. Whereever I had space to work, I used
a small, fine file to polish flat some the broken studs to get a good punch mark. Use the mirror
to verify the punch marks are exactly centered. This is a lot tougher that it sounds due to the
space restrictions. Then, I used the right angle drill with left twist bits on the punch mark. If a bit
dulls, un-[non-permissible content removed] it and get another, dull bits will kill you here. This
is really difficult, again because of the space. Start with a small bit and drill out with a larger one
until the hole sized is sufficient to get an extractor in. No extracting was necessary. If you drill
into the head, all bets are off, and it is a lot more difficult getting the stud out. If you are good,
just apply the anti-seize compound on the studs and replace them. Believe me, that J. Weldstuff

works, I have two gosh-awful holes that I got studs in and torqued. It would be more expensive
but not take any more time that what I went through. Sign In or Register to comment. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas
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